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Frau Holle 

"Delightful Coffee and Breakfast"

Frau Holle is the place to be for a warm cup of coffee and hearty German

breakfast. Cozy and intimate, this little cafe is the perfect setting for the

light-hearted snack and casual outing with friends and family. From the

classic cappuccino and espresso, to the signature Latte Macchiato, this

cafe promises only the finest and freshest coffee experience. Also worth a

shot are the gourmet breakfast options, which include croissants, bagels

and various choices of eggs and wholemeal bread. For those with a sweet

tooth, the seasonal homemade desserts or 'kuchen' steal the show.

Available in a delectable array of flavors, these cakes are a delight. Try the

orange cake and the decadent chocolate flavors.

 +49 228 65 2322  www.frau-holle.com/  info@frau-holle.com  Breite Strasse 54-56, Bonn
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C'est la Vie 

"Crepes, Pastries and More"

C'est la Vie offers a host of delectable snacks inspired by the traditional

French patisseries and English bistros. Its rustic interiors, replete with

exposed brick walls, elegant wooden furniture and warm colored themes,

along with its friendly atmosphere, make it perfect for a casual snack with

friends and family. Packed with flavor, the delectable selection of crepes,

sandwiches and burgers, never fail to be an outright palate-pleasing treat.

Also not-to-be-missed are the simply delicious freshly baked French

pastries, macaroons, tarts and crepes, that will surely have your taste-

buds tingling with delight.

 +49 228 8503 4488  www.cest-la-vie-cafe.de/  Kölnstraße 177, Bonn
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EisLabor 

"Sweet-Tooth Paradise"

Since it inception, EisLabor has been the neighborhood's favorite parlor.

The moment you enter this ice-cream store you are greeted by the colorful

sight of different flavors, displayed at the glass counter. Made from only

the freshest possible ingredients, without the use of artificial flavors and

coloring, this store guarantees you a 100 per cent natural and healthy

products. Choose from a host of tantalizing flavors such as the classic

strawberry, grape and lime ice-creams.

 +49 228 9268 7172  eislabor.info/  altstadt@eislabor.info  Maxstrasse 16, Bonn
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Gruhn 

"Fresh Off the Oven"

One of the most popular bakeries in the neighborhood, Gruhn is the place

to be when looking for that perfect cake to suit the occasion. The aroma of

freshly baked bread and burning coals, along with the tantalizing display

of pastries, croissants and cookies, welcome you as you enter this little

bakery. Take your pick from an enticing selection of confectioneries,

which includes tarts, pastries, buns and breads, which will certainly turn

you into an instant fan of the place.

 +49 228 62 3680  www.konditorei-gruhn.de/  info@konditorei-gruhn.de  Frongasse 33, Bonn
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Café Breuer 

"Have Your Cake and Eat It Too!"

This family business Café Breuer, will captivate you with its delicious

range of cakes and tarts. Diet plans will quickly be forgotten and you'll

give in to eating the sinful sweets. Ordering second helpings to coffee and

cake is certainly not rare here! Those who want to have something more

hearty will also get their money's worth.

 +49 228 44 1503  www.cafe-breuer.de/  cafe-breuer@t-online.de  Königswinterer Strasse

695-697, Bonn
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